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Abstract. Recent development of computer network technologies is realizing
highly-distributed manufacturing systems from the hardware point of view,
where each facility is computerized and manages itself autonomously by communicating with other facilities. For this new type of manufacturing systems, a
new discrete event simulation paradigm has been discussed, in which sorting of
events is performed by exchanging messages about their occurrence times
among the facilities. To make this paradigm beneficial enough, it is desirable
that re-scheduling process performed after the simulation is carried out in a similar paradigm. We have developed some production scheduling methods for
flexible flow-shop production of only one kind of products with just one stage.
This paper presents an improved method which can be applied to flexible flowshop of multiple kinds of products with multiple stages.
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Introduction

Production scheduling is one of the key issues for achieving sophisticated design,
management and operation of manufacturing systems. Numerous works have been
conducted for a long time and various approaches have been discussed such as mathematical programming [1], heuristic dispatching methods [2], and so on. For detailed
evaluation of a production schedule, simulation needs to be performed. Simulation
techniques for manufacturing has been also discussed and many methods has been
proposed [3]. Most of those researches have been conducted with the centralized concept in which the whole manufacturing system is modeled and then the optimal
schedule is generated or simulation is performed based on it.
These days, it has been desired to realize agile manufacturing, which can adapt to
change of situation flexibly and quickly. The centralized concept should not meet this
requirement, since it would be hard to re-model the whole system and find the optimal
way of management and operation for each new situation. From this point of view,
distributed manufacturing systems have been discussed, where each production area is
managed by a computer and the whole system is controlled by communications
among the computers. In the research field of production scheduling, distributed
methods using auction mechanisms [4], active databases [5], etc. have been actively

discussed. Also in the simulation area, high-level architecture was proposed and distributed methods based on it have been discussed [6].
Recent development of computer and network technologies is achieving highlydistributed manufacturing systems (HDMSs) from the hardware point of view, where
each facility is computerized and manages itself autonomously by communicating
with other facilities. This point has been discussed in the field of manufacturing simulation, and a new discrete event simulation paradigm for HDMSs was proposed [7]. In
this paradigm, events, each of which is simulated in one of the facilities, are sorted by
their occurrence time and this sorting is performed by exchanging messages about the
occurrence times among the facilities. To make this paradigm beneficial enough, it is
desirable that re-scheduling process performed based on the simulation result is carried out in a similar paradigm. From this point of view, we have proposed a highlydistributed scheduling method [8-10] in which priority of each facility based on the
shortest processing time (SPT) rule is dynamically updated with indirect decision
making and information control performed by message exchanges. This method was
applied to an example and its fundamental feasibility was proven. However, this
method was developed only for a very simple flexible flow-shop production where
only one kind of products that require only one process are produced, and should be
enhanced so that the method can be utilized in real manufacturing. This paper presents an enhanced method which can be applied to flexible flow-shop production of
multiple kinds of products which require multiple processes.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief explanation about the
key concept of the simulation method and the conventional scheduling method for
HDMSs. Section 3 describes an enhanced scheduling method which can be applied to
flexible flow-shop production of multiple kinds of products that require multiple processes. In Section 4, feasibility of the proposed method is shown through a case study,
and Section 5 presents conclusions.
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Concept of the Conventional Scheduling Method for HDMSs

In the new discrete event simulation paradigm for HDMSs [7], the following simple algorithm was proposed for sorting events to be simulated in each simulation
model implemented on each facility. Let assume that there are N computerized facilities (agents) each of which has its own simulation model. Each model has its own
event whose occurrence time and priority are Ti and Oi. Sorting of these events can be
performed by the following three steps:
1. Values of Oi of all the events are set to 1, which means the highest priority.
2. Each agent (facility) broadcasts Ti as a message.
3. When an agent Aj, receives a message from another agent Ai, Aj compares its own
value Tj with the received value Ti. Next, Vj is set to 1 if Tj > Ti, and to 0 otherwise.
Then Oj is updated to Oj +Vj.
Figure 1 shows an example with four agents, and proves that the initial priority sequence (Oi = 1, i=1,…,4) can be updated to the correct one by the proposed algorithm.

Since each model has several events and a new event is generated after the simulation
for the prior event in the model, it is necessary to update the priority sequence. This
dynamic determination can be also achieved by algorithms based on the same concept. Therefore the whole simulation can be performed just by message exchanges.

Fig. 1. Example of event sorting by the sorting algorithm proposed in [7]

To make this simulation method beneficial enough, it is desirable that rescheduling process performed based on the simulation result is carried out in a similar
way. A major approach for production scheduling is using heuristic dispatching rules.
In this approach, a schedule is generated by determining the priority sequence of facilities by the given dispatching rule and then assign a material to the facility with the
highest priority. This priority sequence determination is regarded as a sorting process
of the facilities according to the rule. Therefore it is expected that a distributed method of production scheduling can be established by applying the above concept and
sorting algorithm to this sorting process. We have developed some methods for simple flow-shop production of one kind of products which require only one process, and
fundamental feasibility of those methods was proven [8-10]. In order to make those
methods practical, it is necessary to develop them further so that they can be applied
to real complex production. In the following sections, an enhanced method for flowshop production of multiple kinds of products with several processes is discussed.

3

Enhanced Scheduling Method for Flow-Shop Production of
Multiple Kinds of Products with Multiple Processes

In this paper, flexible flow-shop production of multiple stages shown in Fig. 2 is
considered. Multiple kinds of materials are transported to the buffer (or automated
storage/retrieval system) of the first area one-by-one at various time period. There are
several same kind of machines in the area having different performance, and an arrived material is assigned to one of the machines by the shortest processing time
(SPT) rule. The material whose first process has completed is transported to the second area and then assigned to one of the machines in the area in the same way.
Each assignment of materials to one of the machines by the SPT rule in each area
can be achieved by sorting the machines according to the rule. Therefore, the assign-

ment can be performed by message exchanges among the buffer and the machines by
applying the algorithm described in Section 2 to this sorting process (Fig. 3). We have
proposed scheduling methods based on this idea by defining procedures for message
exchanges among the buffer and the machines and also for updating internal states of
them [8-10]. It is possible to enhance the conventional methods so that they can be
applied to the production scenario shown in Fig. 2 by improving those procedures.

Fig. 2. Considered production scenario

Fig. 3. Materials assignments by message exchanges

The improved procedures for the buffer and each of the machines in each area are
shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. The parts described by red symbols and arrows
are new components for applying this method to the production scenario in Fig. 2.
Variables P and S were introduced so that each facility can distinguish received mes-

sages by the ID number of process and by the kind of materials, respectively. In addition, variables Bi and Si, which specify static and dynamic priority value of a machine,
are defined for each kind of materials. Enhancement for considering multiple processing areas can be easily achieved just by introducing message filters so that a facility execute its own processes only if the received message is for the production process which the facility is in charge. Enhancement for considering multiple kinds of
materials can be also achieved easily just by adding the same processes for arranging
priority values for each kind of the materials. (Unfortunately, detailed explanations
have to be omitted due to page limitation. To understand the processing flows, we
would like the readers to read also [8-10].)

Fig. 4. Processing flow of a buffer for material assignment

Fig. 5. Processing flow of a machine for material assignment (This flow is for the case the
number of machines in the area is 3.)

Fig. 5. Continued
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Case Study

The proposed method was applied to an example of flexible flow-shop production
of three kinds of materials with two processes. There are three machines in each area
and their performance are given as in Table 1. The number of materials is 3 for A, 4
for B, and 3 for C. These materials arrive at the buffer in the first area in each 2
minutes with the order of “AABCCBBBAC”. Figure 6 shows the Gantt chart of the
schedule obtained by the SPT rule. The method was implemented on one computer by
coding in the C language and performed by using interprocess communication, due to
equipment constraints. The same schedule as in Fig. 6 was successfully generated.

Table 1. Processing times of the machines (unit is min.)
Product A
Product B
Product C

1-1
5
7
6

1-2
6
5
7

1-3
7
6
5

2-1
5
7
6

2-2
6
5
7

2-3
7
6
5

Fig. 6. Gantt chart of the schedule for the example obtained by the SPT rule
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Conclusion

In this paper, the conventional production scheduling method for HDMSs have
been enhanced so that it can be applied to flexible flow-shop production of multiple
kinds of materials with multiple processes. Its feasibility was proven by an example.
In future works, validness and advantage of this method will be discussed further by
illustrations with complex scenario and comparison with conventional methods.
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